
LANCIANO
ITALY, 750 A.D.

Eucharistic Miracle of

An inscription in marble from
the 17th century describes
this Eucharistic miracle which
occurred at Lanciano in 750
at the Church of St. Francis.
“A monastic priest doubted
whether the Body of Our
Lord was truly present in the
consecrated Host. He celebrated
Mass and when he said the
words of consecration, he saw
the host turn into Flesh and
the wine turn into Blood.
Everything was visible to
those in attendance. The
Flesh is still intact and the
Blood is divided into five
unequal parts which together
have the exact same weight 
as each one does separately.

n 1970, the Archbishop of Lanciano and 
the Provincial Superior of the Conventual
Franciscans at Abruzzo, with Rome’s approval,

requested Dr. Edward Linoli, director of 
the hospital in Arezzo and professor of anatomy, 
histology, chemistry, and clinical microscopy, to
perform a thorough scientific examination on the
relics of the miracle which had occurred twelve
centuries earlier. On March 4, 1971, the professor
presented a detailed report of the various studies
carried out. Here are the basic results:1. The “miraculous Flesh" is authentic flesh
consisting of muscular striated tissue of the 
myocardium.2. The “miraculous Blood" is truly blood. The
chromatographic analysis indicated this with 
absolute and indisputable certainty.3. The immunological study shows with certi-

great interest in the scientific world. Also, in 1973,
the chief Advisory Board of the World Health
Organization appointed a scientific commission to
corroborate Linoli’s findings. Their work lasted 15
months and included 500 tests. It was verified that
the fragments taken from Lanciano could in no
way be likened to embalmed tissue. As to the
nature of the fragment of flesh, the commission
declared it to be living tissue because it responded
rapidly to all the clinical reactions distinctive of
living beings. Their reply fully corroborated
Professor Linoli’s conclusions. In the extract sum-
marizing the scientific work of the Medical
Commission of the WHO and the UN, published
in Dec. 1976 in New York and Geneva, declared
that science, aware of its limits, has come to a halt,
face to face with the impossibility of giving 
an explanation.

I tude that the flesh and the blood are human, and
the immuno – hematological test allows us to
affirm with complete objectivity and certitude
that both belong to the same blood type AB – the
same blood type as that of the man of the Shroud
and the type most characteristic of Middle
Eastern populations.4. The proteins contained in the blood have
the normal distribution, in the identical percen-
tage as that of the serous-proteic chart for normal
fresh blood.5. No histological dissection has revealed any
trace of salt infiltrations or preservative substances
used in antiquity for the purpose of embalming.
Professor Linoli also discarded the hypothesis of
a hoax carried out in past centuries. This report
was published in The Sclavo Notebooks in
Diagnostics (Collection #3, 1971) and aroused
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Monstrance containing
the Holy Relics

Relic of the wine which
was transformed into Blood

Painting located in the Valsecca chapel which depicts the miracle

Stone tablet from 1631
which describes the miracle
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The Flesh
and the Blood
of Lanciano
therefore are just
the same as they
would be if
they had been
drawn that 
very day from 
a living being.

Graph of the electrophoresis of the proteins of the Blood of
the miracle. The profile of the protein fractions from the serum

could be superimposed on a standard specimen of fresh blood

The reliquary from the 18th century containing the Host and
the coagulated Blood, gift of the generous citizen Domenico Coli

The flesh consists of part of the
myocardium, more precisely of the
left ventricle. The arteries and veins
can be easily identified, as well as a
double, slender branch of the vagus
nerve. At the time of the miracle,
the flesh was living and then
submitted to the law of rigor mortis.

The 5 clots of Blood as seen with a
magnifying glass. In the Blood of
the miracle can be recognized all
the components present in fresh
blood, and the miracle within the
miracle, each of the 5 clots of
Blood weighs 15.85 grams, which
is the identical weight of the 5
clots weighed together !

Analysis of the Host.
Endocardiac structuresA vagus nerve

A small lobe of adipose tissue

Cubical lattice in gold-plated
cast iron in which the relics were
preserved for almost 266 years,
today returned to the Valsecca
family chapel

The miracle was the object of 
several official acknowledgements
on the part of the ecclesiastical
authorities between 1574 and
1886, not to mention most
recently in 1970, when it was 
subjected to a scientific examina-
tion carried out by professors from
the University of Siena, which
concluded:“The Flesh is true
human flesh (formed by muscular
tissue from the heart); the Blood 
is true blood (belonging to the
same blood type, AB, as the flesh);
the component substances are
those of human tissues, normal
and fresh.  The conservation of 
the Flesh and the Blood, left in
their natural state for twelve 
centuries and exposed to the
influence of atmospheric and 
biological elements, remains an
extraordinary phenomenon” 
(The Linoli Report 4131971).

The Church of St. Francis was
constructed almost 500 years later
in 1258, above the chapel where
the miracle took place

An antique painting depicting the Miracle

The muscular fiber cells

Histological view of the Flesh

Eucharistic Miracle of
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Eucharistic Miracle of

TIXTLA
MEXICO, OCTOBER 21, 2006

On October 12, 2013, H.E. 
Most Rev. Alejo Zavala 
Castro, Bishop of the Diocese 
of Chilpancingo-Chilapa, 
announced through a Pastoral 
Letter the recognition of the 
Eucharistic Miracle that occurred 
at Tixtla, on October 21, 
2006.  In the letter we read: 
“This manifestation brings to 
us a marvelous sign of the 
love of God that confirms the 
Real presence of Jesus in the 
Eucharist... In my role as Bishop 
of the Diocese I recognize the 
supernatural character of the 
series of events relating to the 
Bleeding Host of Tixtla... 
I declare the case as a “Divine 
Sign ...”.

n October 21, 2006, the effusion of a 
reddish substance was noted from a 

consecrated Host during the Eucharistic 
Celebration at Tixtla, in the Diocese of 

Chilpancingo-Chilapa.  The Bishop of the place, 
Most Reverend Alejo Zavala Castro, then convened a 
Theological Commission of investigation and, in Oc-
tober 2009, he invited Doctor Ricardo Castañón 
Gómez, to take on the leadership of the program of 
scientific research whose purpose was in fact that of 
verifying the said event. The Mexican Ecclesiastical 
authorities turned to Doctor Castañón Gómez be-
cause they were aware that, in the years 1999-2006, 
the scientist had conducted some studies on two con-
secrated Hosts that also bled in the Parish of Saint 
Mary, in Buenos Aires. The Mexican case starts in 
October 2006, when Father Leopoldo Roque, pastor 
of the Parish of Saint Martin of Tours, invites Father 
Raymundo Reyna Esteban to lead a spiritual retreat 

for his parishioners. As Father Leopoldo and another 
priest were distributing Communion, assisted by a re-
ligious sister who was to the left of Father Raymundo, 
this latter one turns towards him with the “pix” con-
taining the Sacred Particles, looking at Father with 
eyes filled with tears, an incident that immediately at-
tracted the attention of the celebrant: the Host that 
she had taken to give Communion to a lady parishioner 
had begun to effuse a reddish substance. The Host which bled
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Eucharistic Miracle of

TIXTLA
MEXICO, OCTOBER 21, 2006

“The ecclesiastical authority 
wanted likewise to specify that 
in a Catholic context the Miracle 
distinguishes itself for the 
following aspects:
1. Theological:
The intervention comes from 
God. It is of divine origin.
2. Objectivity:
The ‘alteration’ of the causes 
or natural laws is evident.
3. Subjectivity:
Whoever accepts the miracle 
‘recognizes or accepts’ with an 
act of Faith that the extraordinary 
event comes from the loving 
Will of God.
4. Purpose:
It has as its end the good of 
one or many people.”

he scientific research conducted between October 
2009 and October 2012 came to the following 
conclusions, presented on May 25, 2013 during 
the course of an international Symposium held by 

the Diocese of Chilpancingo, on the occasion of the 
Year of Faith, and which saw the participation of mil-
lions of people coming from four continents

“1. The reddish substance analyzed corresponds to 
blood in which there are hemoglobin and DNA of 
human origin.

2. Two studies conducted by eminent forensic ex-
perts with different methodologies have shown that the 
substance originates from the interior, excluding the hypothesis 
that someone could have placed it from the exterior.

3. The blood type is AB, similar to the one found in the 
Host of Lanciano and in the Holy Shroud of Turin.

 A microscopic analysis of magnification and pene-
tration reveals that the superior part of the blood has 
been coagulated since October 2006. Moreover, the 
underlying internal layers reveal, in February 2010, the 
presence of fresh blood.

5. They also found intact white blood cells, red blood 
cells, and active macrophages that engulf lipids. The 
tissue in question appears lacerated and with recovery 
mechanisms, exactly as occurs in a living tissue.

6. A further histopathological analysis determines 
the presence of protein structures in a state of 
deterioration, suggesting mesenchymal cells, very 
specialized cells, characterized by an elevated bio-
physiological dynamism.

7. The immunohistochemical studies reveal 
that the tissue found corresponds to the muscle of the  

heart (Myocardium). On account of the scientific 
results and the conclusions reached by the theo-
logical committee, last October 12 the Bishop of 
Chilpancingo, his Eminence Alejo Zavala Castro, 
announced the following:
-  The event does not have a natural explanation.
-  It does not have paranormal origin.
- It is not traceable to manipulation of the enemy.”

Within the graphic, in the drawing c it is seen clearly how the flow of blood 
occurred, from the interior towards the exterior. In the drawing a it is seen 
how it would have been if someone had inserted some blood from the exterior. 
It would have expanded into all the channels. There is no situation b in 
which someone could put some liquid which entered only through two 
channels and the rest remaining on the surface without being absorbed.

Graphic which illustrates how the blood flowed from the interior of 
the host towards the exterior, as it occurs with a wound.

When there is the presence of human DNA one thinks that also the genetic 
profile can be automatically obtained. Interestingly in all the studies 
performed on the images that sweated blood or in the consecrated Hosts 
that have bled the presence of DNA was found, but when the work of 
sequencing to extract the genetic profile was done, they were never able 
to obtain it.  The theologians say that since Jesus does not have a father, 
his father is the Holy Spirit, it is not possible to obtain his genetic profile.

The Gene Ex genetics laboratory 
in Bolivia performed another 
study and confirmed that it 
was human blood of the type 
AB just like the one found in 
the cloth of the Shroud of 
Turin and of the Eucharistic 
Miracle that occurred in Lan-
ciano in 700 AD.

Photo of Father Raymondo 
Reyna Esteban, protagonist of 
the Eucharistic Miracle of Tixtla.

By analyzing the Host it was 
observed that it was human 
blood of type AB and that it 
corresponded to tissue.  Then 
an analysis was done of phyto-
chemical markers which con-
firmed that it was live cardiac 
muscle. No study exists that 
can maintain alive a cardiac 
tissue in this situation.  Nor-
mally after 48 hours the tissue 
dies, here 3 months passed 
before the result could be 
obtained and this is truly 
unexplainable for science. 

Professor John Compagno, one 
of the preeminent histopatholo-
gists who study tissues, discovered 
that there was the presence of 
mesenchymal cells and of tissue 
of white blood cells and red 
blood cells, but to arrive to say 
that it was heart muscle further 
exams had to be done and the 
result arrived only after 2 years.

In 2010, by means of a study of digital microscopic penetration through 
the shooting of ultraviolet rays and intense white light it was demon-
strated that the tissue seen in the upper part of the Host showed some 
dry coagulated blood.  The analyses showed moreover that under the 
Blood already coagulated beyond some structures of the white Host, 
there was also the presence of fresh Blood.  Also this analysis confirmed 
the fact that the blood was not placed by someone from the exterior 
because if it were like this it could not remain fresh for so much time 
(from 2006 to 2010) only in the internal part of the Host.

Professor Carlos Parellada, of the 
Francisco Marroquín University 
in Guatemala, shows in one of the 
photos taken of the sample of the 
miraculous Host, how the presence 
of longitudinal fibrillar structures is 
evident. By observing the image 
one sees well the bifurcation that 
was made evident, which is typical 
of the muscular cardiac fiber, that 
is of the heart. 
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Eucharistic Miracle of 1
SOKÓŁKA
POLAND, OCTOBER 12, 2008

On October 12, 2008, at the 
church dedicated to Saint Anthony 
of Sokółka, the Holy Mass of 
8:30 AM is celebrated by a 
young vicar, Filip Zdrodowski. 
During Communion, 
unknowingly the Host falls from 
the hands of one of the priests. 
A woman kneeling, ready to receive 
the Eucharist, makes him notice it. 
The priest remains paralyzed 
from fright and believing it was 
dirty, places it in the vasculum, a 
small silver vessel which contains 
the water utilized by priests to wash 
their fingers after distributing 
Communion. At the end of the 
Holy Mass, the sacristan, Sister 
Julia Dubowska, takes the vascu-
lum with the Host and for in-
creased safety pours it into another 
vessel which she then locks in the 
safe where the chalices were kept.

week later, on Sunday, October 19, around 8:00 
AM, the sister opens the safe and finds the Host 
almost dissolved but with some strange red clots 
in the center. She immediately calls the priests to 

show them what was discovered. The Host was mostly 
dissolved. Only a very small piece of the consecrated 
bread was left, tightly interconnected to the substance that 
appeared on its surface. Actually, part of the Host was 
joined to that “strange red clot”. The pastor of Sokółka 
then contacted the Metropolitan Curia of Białystok. 
Archbishop Edward Ozorowski together with the Chan-
cellor of the Curia, priests and professors examined the 
Host and, astounded, decide to wait for the development 
of the events and to see what would happen next. On Oc-
tober 29 the vessel containing the Host is brought into 
the parish chapel and locked in the tabernacle; the next 
day, on order of the Archbishop, Father Gniedziejko deli-
cately removes with a small spoon the partially dissolved 
Host with the blood colored substance on its interior and 

places it on a pure white corporal, with a red cross embroi-
dered on its center. The corporal is kept in the case used 
for keeping and carrying the Hosts, to be then locked 
again in the tabernacle. Over time the Host “fused” with 
the corporal and the red “clot” dried. Only then two 
scientists of global fame and specialists in pathological 
anatomy at the Medical University of Białystok were con-
sulted. The Metropolitan Curia of Białystok has released 
this declaration concerning the Eucharistic Miracle that 
occurred at Sokółka:
“1. On October 12, 2008, a consecrated Host fell out 
of the hands of a priest while he was distributing Holy 
Communion. He picked it up and placed it in a vessel 
filled with water, in the tabernacle. After Mass, the vessel 
containing the host was placed in a safe present in 
the sacristy.
2. On October 19, 2008, after opening the safe one 
could clearly see a red stain on the Host that had fallen, 
which with the naked eye immediately gave the impres-

sion of being a bloodstain.
3. On October 29, 2008, the vessel containing the 
Host was transferred to the tabernacle of the chapel of the 
rectory. The next day the Host was removed from the 
water contained in the vessel and placed on a corporal 
inside the tabernacle.
4. On January 7, 2009, the sample of the Host was 
taken and examined independently by two professionals 
in histopathology at the University of Medicine of 
Białystok. They issued a common declaration which 
states: ‘The sample sent for evaluation looks like myocar-
dial tissue. In our opinion, of all the tissues of living 
organisms this is the one that resembles it the most.’
5. The Commission has noted that the analyzed Host is 
the same one that has been moved from the sacristy to the 
tabernacle in the chapel of the rectory. Intervention by a 
third party has not been found.
6. The case of Sokółka does not contradict the faith of 
the Church, but rather confirms it.”

A
Safe where the miraculous Host was stored

Tabernacle where miraculous Host that fell to the ground was first stored

The fragment of the partially 
dissolved Host with the blood 
colored substance emanated 
from its interior is the relic 
that was placed on the white 
corporal with an embroidered 
red cross.

Photo of Sister Julia Dubowska who first saw the Host transformed 
into flesh, exactly into tissue of the myocardial muscle.

Church dedicated to Saint 
Anthony in Sokółka

Interior Chapel where the 
precious Relic is kept
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SOKÓŁKA
POLAND, OCTOBER 12, 2008

At the beginning of January 
of 2009 the Curia of Białystok 
asked two eminent specialists 
in pathologoical anatomy of 
the Medical University of 
Białystok - Professor Maria 
Elżbieta Sobaniec-Łotowska 
and Professor Stanisław 
Sulkowski, to analyze the samples 
of the bloodstained Host. 
On Janaury 7 - Professor 
Sobaniec-Łotowska went to 
Sokółka and took from the 
corporal a minuscule sample 
of the mysterious substance 
present in the Host.

he professors of the UMB University had un-
derlined that, in the case of the examined Host, 

in the sample they have found numerous bio-
morphological indicators typical of cardiac muscle 

tissue such as, for example, the phenomenon of seg-
mentation, namely damage to the fibers of the tissue of 
the cardiac muscle in the section where communicating 
junctions [structures characteristic of the cardiac 
muscle] are found, and the phenomenon of fragmen-
tation. Such damages are visible in the form of nu-
merous small lesions. These alterations can be observed 
only in fibers that were not necrotic, that is alive, and 
show signs of the fast spasms of the cardiac muscle 
typical of the extreme phase preceding death. Another 
important evidence of the fact that the material 
analyzed corresponded to human cardiac muscle tissue 
was the central position of the cellular nucleus in the 
observed fibers, a typical characteristic of cardiac 
muscle fibers... The two scientists of Białystok de-

clared… “Some signs that can correspond to nodes of 
the contractions have been observed on the section of 
several fibers. Instead, during the analysis with the elec-
tronic microscope, the outlines of the communicating 
junctions and the thin filaments of the myofibrils were 
visible”. Moreover, the cardiac tissue was joined to the 
consecrated Host in an inseparable manner. In the 
report of the examination performed by Professor 
Sobaniec-Łotowska and Professor Sulkowski, we find 
written: “The material resulted was sufficient for the 
examination; it indicates that it is cardiac muscle tissue, 
or at least the most similar to it among all the living tis-
sues of an organism”. “And, something very impor-
tant, the material analyzed is composed in all respects 
of cardiac muscular tissue”. This affirmation is re-
ported in the “Communication of the Metropolitan 
Curia of Białystok” of October 14, 2009, concerning 
the Eucharistic phenomena at Sokółka. The professors 
discovered also other unexplainable elements. “The 

Host remained in water for a long time and it remained 
in the corporal for an even longer period of time. The 
tissue that appeared on the Host would therefore have 
had to undergo the process of autolysis, namely the 
process of self-destruction by the action of the intracel-
lular enzymes; in the material analyzed there were not 
however observed traces of these alterations!”, the two 
luminaries declared. Another very interesting event 
observed consists in that the substance found on the 
corporal, although slightly changed after being removed 
from the water (it had simply dried) a couple of 
years ago, it did not change its appearance despite 
having been neither stabilized nor preserved at a par-
ticular temperature. “This signifies that if the miracle 
were due to a bacterium, the material would have disin-
tegrated, crumbled and would have changed appearance. 
Any microbial culture, even placed on the cleanest 
possible material, after a single week appears completely 
different” added Professor Sulkowski. 

Professor Sobaniec-ŁotowskaProfessor Sulkowski

In the side figure, there is an electronic microscope photo and a drawing 
showing the particular unions between the muscle cells of the myocar-
dium. A peculiar characteristic of the cells of the myocardium is that 
among them there are some unions, to allow the action potential that 
makes them contract, to spread from one cell to another, for the entire 
volume of the muscle. The contraction of a muscle cell is then propagated 
to all the other cells. A group of cells located in the sinoatrial node is 
responsible for this “chain contraction”. The sinoatrial node is found in 
the right atrium in proximity to the entrance of the superior vena cava. 
The action potential that generates the myocardial contraction starts from 
the sinoatrial node and reaches first the atria and then the ventricles.

T
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SOKÓŁKA
POLAND, OCTOBER 12, 2008

“At first I was convinced that it 
was a blood clot” - said Professor 
Sobaniec-Łotowska. But the 
truth was much more surprising! 
The two scientists of Białystok, 
who for their own independent 
investigations, made use of the 
most modern optical microscopes 
and the transmission electronic 
microscope, have reached the 
same conclusion (Professor 
Sulkowski, did not know that the 
sample which he was examining 
came from a Host): the sample 
examined was neither a clot, nor 
blood ... it was a human cardiac 
muscle tissue still alive. And, 
something even more incredible, 
it was a cardiac muscle with 
typical indications of the final 
phase that precedes death.

nd yet, several people, who not only have 
never analyzed the material but they had nei-
ther seen it with their own eyes, have affirmed 
that the red color of the Host is due to prodi-

giosin, a red pigment produced by the bacterium Ser-
ratia marcescens. “Obviously, this is absurd” affirmed 
the specialists of Białystok, also because the material 
observed corresponds to cardiac muscle and not to a 
bacterium. The scientists of Białystok have analyzed 
the sample taken in purely scientific terms and not 
fideistic. Several accusations were even more absurd, 
like the one put forth by the group of so-called “ra-
tionalists” according to whom the tissue analyzed per-
tained to a murdered man. The professors reacted 
with a statement in which they expressed “a profound 
indignation for the fact that the public opinion was led 
in error by false pseudoscientific hypotheses on the 
analyzed phenomenon, above all on the part of people 
who ignore the particulars relative to the analysis, who 

have neither access to the material analyzed, nor to the 
documentation collected, and who often do not even 
know the analytical techniques applied”. The drafting 
of the protocol on the part of the two scientists of 
Białystok required two weeks. When the Curia of 
Białystok became aware of the incredible results of the 
analyses, it formed a special Ecclesiastical Commission 
convened by the Archbishop on March 30, 2009.  His 
task consisted in examining the miracle from the theo-
logical point of view and in listening to all who had 
seen the Host or who had been witnesses of those ex-
traordinary events. The commission also had the task 
of dispelling any doubt of deception and of ascer-
taining that no one had furtively substituted the Host 
in the tabernacle, The representatives of the commis-
sion - the distinguished professors of the Seminary of 
Białystok - interrogated all the witnesses, verifying the 
sincerity of their testimonies. The work undertaken by 
the Ecclesiastical Commission has produced the fol-

lowing statement: “The Host from which the sample 
was taken for the examination is the same one that has 
been transferred from the sacristy to the tabernacle of 
the chapel in the rectory. The intervention of strangers 
was not observed”. This was moreover categorically 
excluded also by the two scientists of Białystok. It was 
not possible that someone had placed a fragment of a 
human body in the tabernacle. What made one think 
so? The fragments which composed the Host were 
tightly interconnected to the fibers of the human 
tissue; they penetrated each other, as if a fragment of 
“bread” had suddenly transformed itself in “body”. It 
is not possible to manipulate an event of this type. No 
one, absolutely no one, would have been able to do it. 
“Even the scientists of NASA, who have at their 
disposal the most modern analytical techniques, 
would not be able to artificially recreate such a thing”, 
affirmed Professor Sobaniec-Łotowska, adding that 
this fact has been for her of particular importance.

The precious Relic is carried in procession

The Church believes that the 
words of consecration, though 
the power of the Holy Spirit, 
transform the species of bread 
into the Body of Christ and 
the species of wine into his 
Blood. It provides also a call to 
the ministers of Holy Com-
munion to distribute the Body 
of Christ with faith and atten-
tion and to the faithful - to 
receive It with reverence.

The two scientists have affirmed that it is not possible that someone 
had placed a fragment of a human body in the tabernacle since the 
fragments that made up the Host were tightly interconnected to the 
fibers of the human tissue, and penetrated each other, as if a frag-
ment of “bread” suddenly transformed itself into “body”.

The civil authorities present at the ceremony 
to celebrate the Miracle of the miraculous Host of Sokółka.

Multitude of people present at the ceremony

H.E. Edward Ozorowski 
Metropolitan Archbishop 
of Białystok
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Eucharistic Miracle of 

LEGNICA
POLAND, 2013

In St. Hyacinth’s church in 
Legnica, during Holy Mass, 
on December 25, 2013, a 
Host accidentally fell on the 
ground, during the 
distribution of Communion. 
It was immediately placed in 
a container with water and 
closed in the tabernacle as 
required by code of Canon 
Law. A few days later, a red 
spot appeared on Its surface. 
The Bishop of Legnica at the 
time, Stefan Cichy, decided 
to establish a commission for 
a scientific analysis. The 
results were surprising, and 
confirmed that It had 
similarities to “human heart 
muscle with alterations that 
often appear during the agony”.

n St. Hyacinth’s church in Legnica, during 
Holy Mass, on  December 25, 2013, a Host 

accidentally fell on the ground, during the 
distribution of Communion. It was 

immediately placed in a container with water and 
closed in the tabernacle. St. Hyacinth’s priest, 
Father Andrzej Ziombra, said that on January 4th, 
along with other priests, he went to see if the 
consecrated Host had dissolved in the water after 
nearly two weeks: "Immediately we noticed that 
the Host had not dissolved, and that a red spot 
covering a fifth of Its surface appeared. We decided 
to inform the Bishop, who established a special 
theological scientific commission to analyze the 
event. We noticed that over time the stain on the 
Host changed color from deep red to red brown 
(...). The sample was taken directly by the scientists 
on 26 January 2014. For the priests the miracle 

was evident. The commission checked if It was 
some fungus, mold or another external agent (...). 
The Wrocław Forensic Medicine Institute 
immediately excluded the presence of bacteria or 
fungi as a cause for the Host turning red. A second 
histopathological analysis pointed out that some 
fragments seemed to belong to myocardial tissue. 
An additional opinion was sought using the same 
samples at the Institute of Forensic Medicine in 
Szczecin without specifying where the samples 
came from. The Institute used a different analysis 
method.    After the analysis, The Pomeranian 
Medical University’s Department of 
Histopathology in Szczecin announced that “tissue 
fragments containing fragmented parts of 
cross-striated muscle” was found in the 
histopathological image. This is similar to “human 
heart muscle with alterations that often appear 

during the agony. We have not tested the blood 
found on the Host, we only know that human 
DNA was found.” The results of the analysis were 
presented to the Vatican’s Congregation for the 
Doctrine of the Faith, which recognised the 
supernatural nature of the event. It is striking that 
the examination results were similar to those of the 
Lanciano Eucharistic Miracle of 700 A.D. and 
other Miracles that occurred recently such as 
Sokolka in 2008, in Poland, Tixtla in 2006 in 
Mexico, and Buenos Aires, in Argentina in 1996. 
On April 17, 2016, following the instructions 
received by the Holy See, Monsignor Zbigniew 
Kiernikowskiego, the new Bishop of Legnica, 
announced during Mass that the parish priest Fr 
Andrzej Ziombra should "prepare a suitable place 
for the exhibition of the precious relic, so that the 
faithful can express their adoration properly".

I
On April 10, 2016, the Bishop Zbigniew Kiernikowski 
officially announced to the faithful the results of the analysis of 
the Eucharistic miracle which took place in Legnica in 2013 

The Original press release

Doctor and cardiologist Professor Barbara 
Engel, who was one of the scientists involved in 
the scientific analysis, said during the press 
conference:  "The material was analyzed using 
UV rays with an orange filter and the results 
were univocal. We have identified myocardial 
fibres, typical of myocardial tissue with 
alterations that often appear during the agony."

Photo showing the sample being collected 
from the Host

1

On December 25, 2013, the priest who distributed Communion accidentally dropped 
a Host from a ciborium. The priest picked It up and put It in a container with water 
and placed It in the tabernacle.
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Professor Barbara Engel, after analyzing the 
sample, said: “The scientists’ conclusion is that it 
is human myocardial tissue.”

On January 5, 2014, the priests noticed a stain 
on the Host, which was immersed in the 
water. Similar to a bloodstain. The Bishop of 
Legnica, Monsignor Stefan Cichy, was 
immediately informed. He established a 
scientific commission to analyse the event

Interior of the Church

Facade of the Church where the miracle took place

Detail of the stained Host
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3 4

The fact that the Legnica miracle 
happened in a church dedicated to 
St. Hyacinth (1185-1257) is 
significant. St Hyacinth was a 
Dominican saint who was devoted 
to the Eucharist and who also 
experienced a Eucharist Miracle.    
When the fierce Mongolian 
troops had reached the outskirts 
of Kiev, St. Hyacinth took the 
ciborium containing the 
consecrated Hosts and was taking 
them to safety. He arrived at the 
back of the church and heard a 
voice coming from the Madonna 
statue near the altar calling him, 
"Hyacinth, Hyacinth. I see you're 
rescuing my Son, but you will not 
want to leave His mother in the 
hands of the desecrating 
barbarians?" He apologised saying 
it was impossible for him to lift 
such a heavy weight, but Our 
Lady replied: "If you had a little 
more faith and love for me, it 
would be easy for you to carry this 
burden." "I do not want anything 
but to love you and trust in you," 
said St. Hyacinth. Immediately 
the statue became as light as a 
feather and St. Hyacinth, 
accompanied by his fellow friars, 
miraculously crossed the wide 
river Dnieper and went unnoticed 
amid the Mongolian troops.
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